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For Immediate Release

preCharge and GokuMarket Announce Strategic Partnership

preCharge, Inc., a Wyoming-based digital / crypto currency firm, is excited to
announce a Strategic Partnership with GokuMarket ( https://www.GokuMarket.com ).
GokuMarket is the one marketplace for the blockchain economy and the world’s No.1
crypto utility provider.
The preCharge community is migrating onto GokuMarket in three simple stages,
starting effective immediately.
First, the preCharge community has been migrated onto the GokuMarket
marketplace and we will be sending out an email shortly with more instructions, so
everyone can simply request to reset their password on GokuMarket and activate 2FA
for maximum security, using your preCharge account email address. Please start to

explore GokuMarket on the web, Android, or iOS App and stay tuned for upcoming
PCPi news on GokuMarket!

Second, preCharge will get listed into the GokuMarket multi-currency wallet,
using a brand new PCPi ERC20 Token and all the preCharge Exchange users and their
PCPi wallet balances will get migrated onto GokuMarket. More news will be announced
as soon as it is ready.
Third, preCharge will start to introduce the PCPi with real-world utility options on
GokuMarket with for example staking and trading. Staking will be offered with 10-12%
variable annual rewards and initially PCPi will be traded against BTC.
After a year of dedicated work by the preCharge management team, we are
proud to be able to provide the many long-awaited benefits the partnership with
GokuMarket adds to the preCharge project.
Anyone who paid for PCPi Tokens will receive an equal number of the new PCPi
ERC20 Tokens. Those who received PCPi Tokens at no cost will receive them staked
for 12 months, with a 10-12% variable annual yield. Please note that the owners of
preCharge, Inc. are staking all their PCPi Tokens for 12 months, without any yield.
GokuMarket is an exchange, wallet &
marketplace, which combined acts as a
utility provider platform filled with
real-world applications such as Trading
(Instant, Advanced, Precious Metals,
and AutoBots), Staking, Prepaid Debit
Cards, E-commerce, Freelancers,
Travel Bookings (flights, hotels, cars,
tour packages), and Telecom services. These applications enable cryptocurrencies to
be utilized the same as fiat currencies with a focus to enable beginners, pro-crypto
traders, social media stars & content creators to participate in the crypto economy.
The GokuMarket Credit (GMC) is primarily and optionally used as a utility token

on the marketplace to pay transaction fees at a 20-50% discounted rate for the wide

range of physical as well as virtual products and services, but it is also used as a means
of rewarding users for successfully completing tasks, such as their KYC verification. All

preCharge users who complete their GokuMarket KYC verification will receive 10 free
GMC Tokens, which holds a $5 minimum value as a marketplace utility. Please hurry up
and claim your KYC Reward!
It has always been a goal of preCharge to make a debit card available for our
PCPi holders and finally through our partnership with GokuMarket a debit card can be
purchased and loaded, using several other cryptocurrencies. Please view the Debit
Card Tutorial Guide and purchase your debit card at GokuMarket.

Last but not least, preCharge is celebrating its partnership with GokuMarket by
launching a GokuMarket Debit Card Giveaway, where 5 lucky winners will be randomly

selected to receive a FREE Debit Card! Please complete the steps in the form and enter
for a chance to win!

Again, we as the preCharge
management team are proud to start
our partnership with GokuMarket and
invite you to explore all the benefits and
real world use cases available on the
marketplace. If you are interested in the
GokuMarket Referral Program and
earning rewards, then please start your journey using the Media Kit and join the Referral
Program by entering referral number 9543011968 in your back office.

Soon the entire GokuMarket community will be able to buy PCPi Tokens as part
of the GokuMarket Starter Kits and these can be purchased by anyone using a debit or
credit card, powered by VISA and MasterCard.

Log in to GokuMarket today to start enjoying the many benefits created by the
preCharge and GokuMarket Partnership!
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